Divide each problem.

1. Nancy had twenty-four extra nickels. If she put them into stacks with three in each stack, how many stacks could she make?

2. A mailman has to give twenty-one pieces of junk mail to each block. If there are three houses on a block how many pieces of junk mail should he give each house?

3. There are twelve students in the school band. If the band instructor put the students into rows with four students in each row, how many rows could he make?

4. Zoe had to complete twenty homework problems. If each page has four problems on it, how many pages does she have to complete?

5. Wendy had twenty video games. If she put them into stacks with five in each stack, how many stacks could she make?

6. Faye was placing her pencils into rows with three pencils in each row. If she had twelve pencils, how many rows could she make?

7. Sarah uploaded fourteen pics to Facebook. If she put the pics into seven albums with the same number of photos in each album, how many photos were in each album?

8. Dave's freezer had twenty-eight ice cubes in it. If he had to get ice for four cups, how many pieces should he put in each cup to make them have the same amount?

9. For Amy's birthday she received forty dollars from her friends. If each friend gave her five dollars how many friends gave her money?

10. Edward made sixty-three dollars mowing lawns over the summer. If he charged nine bucks for each lawn, how many lawns did he mow?

11. For Halloween Victor received twenty-eight pieces of candy. If he put them into piles with seven in each pile, how many piles could he make?

12. There are four people attending a luncheon. If a table can hold two people, how many tables do they need?

13. George was playing dodgeball with his friends and scored seventy-two points. If he scored eight points each round, how many rounds did he play?

14. At the fair the roller coaster can hold forty-eight people total. If each car has six seats, how many cars are there?

15. There are fifty-four students going on a field trip. If each school van can hold nine students, how many vans will they need?
Solve each problem.

1) Nancy had twenty-four extra nickels. If she put them into stacks with three in each stack, how many stacks could she make?

2) A mailman has to give twenty-one pieces of junk mail to each block. If there are three houses on a block how many pieces of junk mail should he give each house?

3) There are twelve students in the school band. If the band instructor put the students into rows with four students in each row, how many rows could he make?

4) Zoe had to complete twenty homework problems. If each page has four problems on it, how many pages does she have to complete?

5) Wendy had twenty video games. If she put them into stacks with five in each stack, how many stacks could she make?

6) Faye was placing her pencils into rows with three pencils in each row. If she had twelve pencils, how many rows could she make?

7) Sarah uploaded fourteen pics to Facebook. If she put the pics into seven albums with the same number of photos in each album, how many photos were in each album?

8) Dave's freezer had twenty-eight ice cubes in it. If he had to get ice for four cups, how many pieces should he put in each cup to make them have the same amount?

9) For Amy's birthday she received forty dollars from her friends. If each friend gave her five dollars how many friends gave her money?

10) Edward made sixty-three dollars mowing lawns over the summer. If he charged nine bucks for each lawn, how many lawns did he mow?

11) For Halloween Victor received twenty-eight pieces of candy. If he put them into piles with seven in each pile, how many piles could he make?

12) There are four people attending a luncheon. If a table can hold two people, how many tables do they need?

13) George was playing dodgeball with his friends and scored seventy-two points. If he scored eight points each round, how many rounds did he play?

14) At the fair the roller coaster can hold forty-eight people total. If each car has six seats, how many cars are there?

15) There are fifty-four students going on a field trip. If each school van can hold nine students, how many vans will they need?
Solve each problem.

1) Nancy had 24 extra nickels. If she put them into stacks with 3 in each stack, how many stacks could she make?

2) A mailman has to give 21 pieces of junk mail to each block. If there are 3 houses on a block how many pieces of junk mail should he give each house?

3) There are 12 students in the school band. If the band instructor put the students into rows with 4 students in each row, how many rows could he make?

4) Zoe had to complete 20 homework problems. If each page has 4 problems on it, how many pages does she have to complete?

5) Wendy had 20 video games. If she put them into stacks with 5 in each stack, how many stacks could she make?

6) Faye was placing her pencils into rows with 3 pencils in each row. If she had 12 pencils, how many rows could she make?

7) Sarah uploaded 14 pics to Facebook. If she put the pics into 7 albums with the same number of photos in each album, how many photos were in each album?

8) Dave's freezer had 28 ice cubes in it. If he had to get ice for 4 cups, how many pieces should he put in each cup to make them have the same amount?

9) For Amy's birthday she received 40 dollars from her friends. If each friend gave her 5 dollars how many friends gave her money?

10) Edward made 63 dollars mowing lawns over the summer. If he charged 9 bucks for each lawn, how many lawns did he mow?

11) For Halloween Victor received 28 pieces of candy. If he put them into piles with 7 in each pile, how many piles could he make?

12) There are 4 people attending a luncheon. If a table can hold 2 people, how many tables do they need?